
The British Ogre expedition 1977
J. . Anthoine

Two week before I et orr to Trango Tower in 1976, Doug Scon wrote to invite me
on his expedition to the Ogre in 1977. The team was to compri e Tut Braithwaite,
Chri Bonington, Clive Rowland and Dougal Ha ton-a well a Doug of cour e. I
could not imagine why I wa to be included; unl it wa to act a brew bo and
Ba e Camp orderly. They had all spent mo t of their lives above OOOm in the jet
stream, while my ascents around the rhododendron line were not worth
mentioning in uch company-apart from thi , they were profes ionals! I thought
of the inevitable ri e to stardom, perhap even membership of the Climber' Club
and feeling rather heady, agreed to go.

The first indication of their teak-like tough ne manife ted it elf at Base Camp
when the 'Per onal Equipment' boxe were unpacked. Apart from the odd porter
load of colour film (for their various business contract and so on) they seemed to
be equipped for a July afternoon at Tremadoc-virtually no duvet gear, s nthetic
fibre leeping bags and a pair of socks each. My own crate contained two duvet
suits, a pare duvet, three sleeping bag and a porter load of socks.

Equipping Advance Base Camp at 4 7Srn proved to be a painful bu ines for
me. Several time 1 found myself behind Bonington or Estcourt (who had replaced
Haston) and watched the gap between u steadily open up, despite the fact that not
only were they breaking the trail but also probabl carrying an extra 20 pound of
camera and lense . I learned later that they had all indulged in vigorous training
runs at home for week before the expedition, 0 that while I exuded a mixture of
beer, weat and cigarettes, they were all weetnes and health.

The first half of the proposed route involved a 1200m ridge in the entre of a
face that wa regularly wept by avalanche. There were to be only 4 of u on the
ridge a Doug and Tut had planned an indirect start up a most impre sive rock
buttre ,and by the time I had got all my socks to Advance Ba e Chris and ick
were e tabli hed on the ridge. Chri had de cribed the route above the camp a 'fun
climbing', 0 when 1 found my elf on the sharp end in a 60° funnel of ice with the
odd rock rattling past I thought-hilarious! My solution was to throw my helmet
away and needless to say, I was not bothered by falling rocks for the rest of the
climb.

After a week of mixed climbing the ridge wa equipped with fixed rope, and
Chris and ick urged up for a summit bid. Clive and I were somewhat dis
gruntled, for apart from needing a rest we realized we would be hard pressed to
catch them up if the climbing was to be Alpine style. We sulkily descended to

Advance Base and were puzzled to find it empty. A few days previously, Tut had
been hit on the leg by a rock and hyper-active Doug had decided to try a nearby
peak with my wife while Tut recuperated. We had expected to find them in camp
and assuming the worst carried on down to Base Camp. We were met with the news
that Don Morrison had been killed in a crevas e while anempting nearby Latok II.
The atmosphere was decidedly gloomy and after a day's rest we trudged back up to
Advance Ba e with Tut and Doug.

Tut's leg was far from perfect, 0 he and Doug decided to abandon their
buttress and come with Clive and me on the 'ordinary route'. From Advance Base,
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2 days of jumaring saw u encamped at 6250m on a broad, snowy col. The journey
was made nearly pleasant for me by Tut's company. ormally an uphill printer,
he was reduced to my more matronly pace and in con equence I no longer had to

indulge in bouts of talking to myself to alleviate boredom.
I wa pleasantly surprised to find some old Japane e fixed rope from a previou

attempt above the col, even though they only extended for 500ft. At their high point
was the added bonus of about 800ft of unused rope and a Doug and Tut were
breaking the trail I decided to gain some points by adding a reel of the rope to my
load. I regretted it for the next 2 hours, but nearly purred when Doug greeted me
with a 'Well done, youth'. We were about 500ft below a prominent shoulder on the
W ridge and as 1 had done my bit of 'teamwork' I descended to the col with a
rea onably clear con cience. Tut and Doug' arrival back at the col 2 hours later
was accompanied by a stream of rather rude words regarding the bolt on the
Japanese ropes, the state of the powder snow and the hour they had had to spend
unravelling a 700ft fixing rope; they had only managed one more pitch ince I left
them and were not very happy. However, these things do happen and after a few
brews they were yet again 'at one with the hill'.

The following day, Doug, Clive and I fixed up to the shoulder and had our first
taste of the W ridge proper-vertical granite at last. While the others grunted up a
Chamonix type pitch, I remained at the shoulder to film their efforts and try to
normalize my breathing for I had reached a personal altitude record and expected
any minute to succumb to pulmonary oedema or similar. We decided that on the
following day we would establish a camp at the houlder and from there go for the
top in a ingle pu h, but our plans were thwarted by the I-eturn of ick and Chris.

They had failed, but had made a spirited attempt spread over 4 days and
involving difficult climbing without the use of fixed ropes. By way of consolation
they had climbed the easier W ummit; at 7224m only 200ft below the main peak.
Our reunion saw Chris at his mo t cunning and before we realized it, he had
persuaded us to return to Base Camp so that he and ick could recover and make
another attempt with us-later, I found it difficult to believe that supposed adults
could be so gullible, but 1suppose 1 would have done the same.

A week later Doug, Clive and I were established in the Shoulder Camp at about
6700m. Chri arrived a day later, nearly exhausted and with the news that Tut and

ick had opted out through injury and exhaustion. The 3 of us had managed to fix
only 5 pitches in 2 day. They involved difficuh loose rock and very steep ice, which
combined with the altitude made for very slow progre . With the arrival of Chris
we were ready to go for the summit and the following day saw Doug in the lead.
The first pitch above the fixed ropes involved a difficuh rock traverse and it was
whil t following this that Chris did an involuntary pendulum-he had tarted to
produce the epic. A couple of easier pitches led to the site of the nighls bivouac, a
snow hole about 300m below the W Summit. While digging out the hole we argued
over the best line for the morrow, Doug preferring an impressive granite buttress
directly above and Chris the improbable looking snow and ice-wall to the left of
the buttress. As it was my turn in the lead, and not being blessed with gentleman's
calve, I rooted [or the easier looking ice-slope to the I-iglu of the buttress and to

take my claim led out 2 mpe lengths in its direction while the others finished the
snow-hole. Late the following afternoon we stood on the W Summit; to the W
stood Rakaposhi, Haramosh and Nanga Parbat, N lay peak after peak as far as the
horizon deep in China and to the S the impressive N face of Masherbrum. We
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descended to the snow-hole previously occupied by Nick and Chris under the final
rock-tower of the Ogre's main peak-only one evening meal remained.

On 14 July, Doug and Chris set out carrying only climbing gear; Clive and I
followed an hour or so later to avoid having to hang around in the cold. An easy
traverse led to a fixed rope; then nothing. The others only had two ropes and had
decided to press on taking the ropes with them. Unfortunately, Clive and I had no
climbing gear and the following 2 pitches proved most harrowing with no protec
tion. We alTived at a col to see Doug performing a pendulum on the steep wall
above; according to Chris it was the last pitch and on its completion they would
drop us a rope. I was sceptical; only 2 hours of daylight remained and it would
probably take that for Doug and Chris to finish the pitch and reach the top. A
reluctant decision was made-Clive and I retreated to the snow-hole. We left rope
loops for the others to ease the abseils and fixed a handrail back across the traverse.
From the snow-hole I filmed their slow progress and at 7pm they reached the
summit.

Half an hour later I popped my head out to see their position. It was nearly
dark and Doug was traversing to the top of the pendulum pitch-the next second
he was airborne! I could not see that he was on a rope and thought he had gone; a
free fall of 600ft then 7000ft down the S face. The next moment some groans and
the words 'I've broken my legs !'. Clive and I felt helpless, we had no climbing gear
and it was dark. Thoughts of broken femurs, pain, shock and inevitable death-a
terrible night for everyone, particularly them.

At dawn, while Clive collected some brewing material and scraps of food, I
traversed across to the buttress. First Chris looking haggard and spent, then Doug
on his knees heaving himself along the rope on jumars. His first words were' Are
you going to the top, yourh?'-being a mere mortal my reply was unprintable. He
had broken both legs below the knee and seemed remarkably calm considering his
situation. After 4 hours of heaving he was at the snow-cave and we were able to take
stock of our position. We had no food left, but plenty of fuel and tea-bags; we
should survive. Our line of retreat had to be down the route of ascent, the fixed
ropes were only 600m away and we had only six pitons left-Doug having dropped
the rest during his plummet.

That night the storm broke and by dawn 2ft of snow had fallen and it was still
snowing. Clive and I tried to reach the W Summit but after only 80ft had to return.
Our eyes were freezing shut, toes and fingers were completely dead and visibility
virtually nil. The remainder of the day was spent shovelling snow from the hole and
drinking sugarless, milkless tea.

The next morning Clive led to the W Summit in atrocious conditions; deep
powder snow, high winds and a white-out-an impressive piece of climbing. It
turned out to be the only part of the retreat where Doug needed pulling. From the
summit, I took over the lead followed by Doug and Chris with CliVI: bringing up
the rear. Abseiling into the blizzard, searching for rock anchors, waiting and
realizing that fingers and toes were frost-bitten. Doug crawling, occasionally
groaning with pain, never complaining; Chris silent, immersed in his own thoughts
and Clive as solid and reliable as ever. Strangely enough it was not a frightening
experience and while not pleasurable, it certall1ly did not lack in excitement. For 5
more days we descended and on the fifth the snow stopped falling and the sun
appeared-then it was 100 warm I
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Apart from Chris shooting orr the end of a rope and breaking a few ribs, we
emerged comparatively unscathed; though [ think that without a liberal daily
supply orJuck the outcome could have been very dirrerent.

Summary
Doug Scon (leader)
Members: J. V. (Mo) Anthoine, Chris Bonington, Tut Braithwaite, ick Estcourt and Clive
Rowland.
First Ascent of the Ogre, 7Z85m by Scot! and Bonington, 13 July 1977.

Polish K-2 expedition - 1976
JanUSl Kurczab

(Translation: Andrzej Kus)

The idea of organizing an expedition to K-2 (8661 m) was for very many years
the most sought after venture in the Polish alpine community. The first Polish
applications for permission to attack this second highest mountain of the world
date back to before the war. In 1974 these errorts resulted in official consent but the
Pakistani permission came to Poland too late-by the end of June 1974-and it
was necessary to drop the idea of K-2 for that season.

The prepared expedition was redirected to Lhotse (8511m) in the post monsoon
period and attacked the summit finally in winter of 1974/5 (AJ 82 28l.

The international competition among applicants for permission to tackle K-2 in
1976 was again kindly decided by Pakistan in favour of Polish alpinists and the
expedition of the Polish Alpine Association directed by Janusl Kurczab set out for
this highest Karakoram peak. The remaining 18 team-members were: Eugeniusz
Chrobak, Leszek Cichy, Andrzej Czok, Ryszard Dmoch, Janusz Fereriski, Kazimierz
Glazek, Marek Grochowski, Andrzej Heinrich, Jan Holnicki-Szulc, Piotr Jasiriski,
Piotr Kintopf (doctor), Jan Koisar (doctor), Marek Kowalczyk, Wojciech Kurtyka,
Andrzej Lapinski, Tadeusz Laukajtys (deputy leader), Janusz Onyszkiewicz and
Wojciech Wroz.

Our preliminary intention was to try a new route but we did not have many
photographs nor the time for reconnaissance before the decision. We chose there
fore the longest and exposed, but at least not very steep NE Ridge. This route was
previously attacked by Eckenstein's expedition of 1902.

The Base Camp was established at c. 5000m on the Godwin-Austen Glacier on
24 June near the old Italian Base of the successful 1954 expedition. With our arrival
a period of clear weather started around K-2 and lasted nearly a month. The alti
tude work on the Ridge, ie establishing the camps, supplying them with equip
ment, food and heavy oxygen bottles, safe-guarding the route with fixed ropes was
done (without the help of high altitude porters) in turn by all team members to get
equal and proper acclimatization. Camp I was established at 5600m on the upper
part of the Godwin-Austen Glacier by 25 June. The further route of ascent
continued along the lateral rib coming down from the junction-point 682 Im on
the main ridge. This pitch was steep, with ice and very unsound rock. Camp 2 was
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